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THE LANDING AT GALLIPOLI 

RSL COMMEMORATIVE 
PROGRAM – SERVING 
AUSTRALIA
2015 continues the centenary of 
Australian participation, and the focus 
for the year will be on the Gallipoli 
campaign. The following years are 
the centenary of other Australian 
involvement in the Great War: on 
the Western Front, in Palestine, on 
the seas and in the air, and on the 
home front.

This unit is part of an educational 
program about the centenary of 
Australian involvement in World 
War 1. It is sponsored as a civic and 
educational contribution to the 
young people of Australia by the 
Returned and Services League (RSL) 
and addresses the requirements of 
the Australian Curriculum History at 
Years 9 and 11/12.

Some of the main elements of this 
program include:

 Three curriculum units per year in 
eStudies for use at Years 6 and 9 
to 12

 A new website, Serving Australia, 
that contains video, interactive 
modules, timelines, Centenary 
updates and information about 
youth and 
community 
programs. 
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What actually happened on 25 April 1915?

INVESTIGATING  
FACT AND  
MYTH

2015 is the 100th anniversary of the  
first major Australian involvement in 
World War 1 — the landing at Gallipoli.

This event, together with the subsequent 
Australian campaigns on the Western 
Front and Palestine in 1916-1918, are 
being officially commemorated by a 
large government-sponsored program.

This unit looks at the events on the 
first day of the landing, a day which 
has become a major part of Australian 
national identity. 

On 25 April 1915 Australian troops landed 
before dawn on a beach on the Gallipoli 
peninsula of Turkey. They were joined 
later in the day by New Zealanders, and 
some Indian artillerymen.

The landings are generally acknowledged 
to be a failure, but the landing of the 
Australians and later New Zealanders led 
to the creation of the Anzac Spirit as a 
significant part of Australian identity.

In the previous units in this series we 
have asked what type of society Australia 
was in 1914 when World War 1 began, 
what the reactions were in Australia to its 
outbreak, and what decisions the society 
had to make once war had started.

While Australians have a great awareness 
of Gallipoli and the symbolic significance 
of the landing on the first day, they do 
not actually know much about the details 
of that first day. The general impression 
is that all these young men landed, on 
the wrong beach, fought their way up the 

cliffs, fought bravely and well, but were 
defeated by the terrain, Mustafa Kemal, 
and the poor planning and leadership of 
the British generals. Much of this is myth, 
not fact.

This unit asks students to record what 
they know or think they know about 
the landing. Then they explore some 
details of what actually happened. 
In doing this they explore both facts 
and the myths about the day, using 
evidence to help them develop their 
own knowledge and understanding.
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INQUIRY SEQUENCE CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 1
What do you know about the 
Gallipoli landing?

Determine how much students know and do not know about the Gallipoli landing by having students complete a 
short quiz. This will establish both their knowledge and their beliefs about a set of ideas that will be tested during 
the unit as myths or realities.
Stress to students that this is not a test, and it does not matter if their answers are right or wrong, but is a 
starting point for further work. They will have a chance to ‘correct’ their work and make any changes at the end 
of the unit.

ACTIVITY 2 
What do others know?  
Create a set of beliefs.

Students can now survey others — other students, and families. They can pool their responses for each question 
and use this to work out a set of ratings about each question — whether people tend to agree, disagree or are 
equally divided about their knowledge. 

ACTIVITY 3
Why was there fighting at Gallipoli?
Why were Australians involved?

Students understand the plan behind the attack on the Ottoman Empire (Turkey). 

ACTIVITY 4
What happened on 25 April?  
Why?

This is a key outcome of the unit — for students to better know about, understand and empathise with the 
soldiers’ experience of the landing. The activity will work most efficiently if small groups each have one or 
several of the aspects to read and report back on to the whole class. Each student then creates his or her 
personal summary from the information being reported.
As part of the activity students need to have a comprehensive map showing places that are important in the 
landing. Have them complete their own map, drawing information from the set of other maps provided. This is 
important as it will force students to look carefully at the map and create their own, rather than just relying on 
an existing one.
Students should also have with them the information about military units, ranks and weapons in Appendix 1. 
These will help them understand military references in the information and evidence. 
Students can look back at their original survey answers, and those of other people, and decide which aspects of 
people’s ideas about the landing at Gallipoli are factual, and which are myths.

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
Listening to the headstones

Students can analyse a data base of men who were known to have died on 25 April and who have a known 
grave (many others who died on that day have no known grave), and the headstone inscriptions created by their 
families. Students can analyse the ages to test the common image that it was the young men of 18 and 19 who 
were at Gallipoli, and can also add to that data base by their own further research on the men’s official files. They 
can also analyse the headstone inscriptions to test whether the families at home thought their men’s deaths 
were futile, or whether they were accepted as having some meaning.

This unit has been designed to help students achieve the 
knowledge, understanding, skills and empathy outcomes relevant 
to the Gallipoli section of the Year 9 Australian Curriculum:  
History, Depth Study 3: World War 1 (1914-1918).

CHRONOLOGY, TERMS  
AND CONCEPTS

• Use chronological sequencing to demonstrate the relationship between events and developments in different 
periods and places (ACHHS164) 

• Use historical terms and concepts (ACHHS165)

HISTORICAL QUESTIONS  
AND RESEARCH

• Identify and select different kinds of questions about the past to inform historical inquiry (ACHHS166) 
• Evaluate and enhance these questions (ACHHS167) 
• Identify and locate relevant sources, using ICT and other methods (ACHHS168)

ANALYSIS AND USE OF 
SOURCES

• Identify the origin, purpose and context of primary and secondary sources (ACHHS169) 
• Process and synthesise information from a range of sources for use as evidence in an historical argument 

(ACHHS170) 
• Evaluate the reliability and usefulness of primary and secondary sources (ACHHS171)

PERSPECTIVES AND 
INTERPRETATIONS

• Identify and analyse the perspectives of people from the past (ACHHS172) 
• Identify and analyse different historical interpretations (including their own) (ACHHS173)

EXPLANATION AND 
COMMUNICATION

• Develop texts, particularly descriptions and discussions that use evidence from a range of sources that are 
referenced (ACHHS174)

• Select and use a range of communication forms (oral, graphic, written) and digital technologies (ACHHS175)

TEACHER GUIDE

USING THE UNIT IN THE CLASSROOM

The curriculum specifies this Knowledge and Understanding:  
The places where Australians fought and the nature of identifying 
the places where Australians fought, including the Gallipoli 
campaign (ACDSEH095)

The curriculum specifies the development of these Historical Skills:
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1.1  Here is a quiz. It is just to test what you know and do not know about the landing at Gallipoli. 
Don’t worry if you do not know some answers, or if you think your answer might be wrong. 
Just do the best you can. You will have a chance to change any answers later if you want to

Student activity

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE  
LANDING AT GALLIPOLI 

ANSWERS:

1 Where is Gallipoli? (Which country?)

2 Who were the main nations fighting 
there during World War 1?

3 When did the Gallipoli invasion or 
landing happen? Year:  date:  time: 

4 What was this landing designed to 
achieve? (Objective)

5 What sort of people were the 
Australian soldiers? (Your main image 
– e.g. age, background, occupation, 
physical characteristics, State, 
married or single, city or country, 
religion, etc.)

6 Who landed there? (Nation/s)

7 Where did they land? (Place/s)

8 Did the Australians land in the  
correct place?

9 Did soldiers land at any other place  
as well at about the same time?

10 Was the area well defended?

11 Which of these weapons did the 
enemy have at Gallipoli:

 Artillery  Barbed wire
 Machine guns  Tanks
 Hand grenades or bombs  Gas
 Aeroplanes  Rifles/bayonets

12 Which of these weapons did the Allies 
have at Gallipoli:

 Artillery  Barbed wire
 Machine guns  Tanks
 Hand grenades or bombs  Gas
 Aeroplanes  Rifles/bayonets

13 What is your image of the 
British officers?

A starting point — what do you know 
about the landing at Gallipoli?1
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14 What is your image of the 

Australian officers?

15 What is your image of the 
Turkish officers?

16 What was the nature of the fighting?

17 Were the Australian soldiers 
good fighters?

18 Were the Turkish soldiers 
good fighters?

19 Were the British soldiers 
good fighters?

20 Was there bloody fighting on 
the beach?

21 How many Australians died on that 
first day?

22 Did the terrain help or hinder 
the landing?

23 Did the Anzacs succeed or fail on 
that day?

24 Was the landing well planned?

25 Which country suffered the highest 
casualties at the landing?

26 How long did the Gallipoli campaign 
last? (Months from start and finish)

27 Which country suffered the highest 
casualties during the whole campaign?

28 Was the campaign a success or a 
failure?

29 Was Gallipoli important for Australian 
national identity? Explain your main 
reason.

30 Look at this satellite photograph of 
the area where the Gallipoli campaign 
was fought. Enlarge and print it and 
mark these on it :

1 Gallipoli Peninsula
2 Dardanelles Strait
3 Anzac Cove
4 The Narrows
5 Constantinople (Istanbul)
6 Sea of Marmara
7 Aegean Sea
8 Black Sea
9 Greece
10 Lemnos

You will be able to check your answers at the end of the unit.

Student activity >>1

enlarge + print
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DISCOVERING THE MYTHS

2.1  Collate the results of all the surveys in your class. You can also have other students and 
family members do the survey.  

2.2  Create a summary of the main answers that people give to show what people believe. 
For example, you might find that there are three different answers for Question 1 — 
France (23% of all answers), Turkey (75%) and Egypt (2%). From this you will be able to 
create a list of what people know and believe about the landing at Gallipoli. In this case 
the main answer or belief would be that Gallipoli is in Turkey. Do this for all the answers.

Now it is time to find out what happened at Anzac on 25 April 1915. 

Student activity What do people believe  
about 25 April 1915? 2
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YOUR TASK at the end of this activity is to write two sentences in the box below that explain briefly:

3.1  Why was there fighting at Gallipoli in early 1915?

In August 1914 British, French and 
Belgian troops were fighting Germans 
on the Western Front after the Germans 
had invaded France through Belgium and 
Luxembourg. By early 1915 the war had 
bogged down in static trench warfare. 
Casualties were high, with no prospect 
of either side advancing against their 
enemy. The situation was similar on the 
Eastern Front where Russia was fighting 
Germany and Austria-Hungary (Map 3.1).

A   Allies and Enemies

A British politician, Winston Churchill, was 
the First Lord of the Admiralty (the naval 
minister in government). He thought that 
an alternative strategy might just change 
the stalemate in Europe.

The Ottoman Empire (Turkey) had entered 
the war in October 1914 in support of 
Germany. Churchill read reports from the 
British Ambassador to Constantinople 
(now Istanbul) that said if an Allied fleet 
could shell Constantinople then the Turkish 

Student activity Why was there fighting at Gallipoli? 
And why did this include Australian troops?3

3.2  Why were Australian troops involved in this fighting?

Use this information to develop your two answers. 

government might collapse and ask for 
peace. This would enable grain from 
Russia to be sent to the Allies from the 
port of Sevastopol in the Crimea area of 
Russia, and allow Allied military supplies 
to be sent to the struggling Russian 
forces on the Eastern Front against 
Germany and Austria-Hungary. Churchill 
and his advisers also thought that if 
Constantinople fell Bulgaria would join 
the Allies and add to the forces fighting 
Germany and Austria-Hungary (Map 3.2).

MAP 3.1 MAP 3.2

3.3  Look at map 3.2. The Allies controlled the Mediterranean Sea, the Ottomans controlled the Black Sea. 
How would an Allied fleet pass from the Mediterranean Sea (or the Aegean Sea) to the Black Sea?
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The Ottomans controlled the narrow Dardanelles Strait that 
separated the Aegean and Mediterranean Seas from the Marmara 
and the Black Sea. 

3.4   Look at map 3.3 showing the Ottoman defences of this 
area. Describe how they were defending the Strait.

Allied military planners advised that the only way to take and open 
the Strait for an Allied fleet to sail through was a joint land and sea 
attack on the defences. Churchill ordered only a sea attack.

The British plan was to send a naval squadron through the 
Dardanelles Strait that separated Europe from Asia, into the Sea of 
Marmara and then to shell the Turkish capital – Constantinople.

The Turkish laid sea mines near ‘The Narrows’, a natural funnel just 
one kilometre wide in the Strait. Forts and mobile artillery pieces 
lined both shores. A combined French and British squadron failed in 
its attempt on 18 March 1915 to fight its way through the Narrows, 
with several warships sunk with great loss of life. (Map 3.4)

The planners now looked to a new way of taking control of the 
Strait — by a land-based attack.

Australia had raised 20,000 men in August 1914 to 
support Britain. New Zealand had raised a force of over 
5000. All expected the Australian and New Zealand 
soldiers to be sent to Britain for further training before 
being deployed on the Western Front against Germany. 
But winter conditions and a lack of training facilities 
in England meant that they were diverted to Egypt 
to train. This body of troops became known as the 
Australian and New Zealand Army Corps, or ANZAC. 

B   A naval campaign C   ANZACs in Egypt

Student activity >>3

685 men of the 11th Battalion, 3rd Brigade AIF on the 
Great Pyramid of Cheops near Mena camp, Cairo, Egypt. 
They would be in the first wave of troops landing at Anzac 
Cove on 25 April 1915.

AW
M

 P05717.001 

MAP 3.3

MAP 3.4
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The navy had failed to fight its way through the Strait, so it was 
thought an army of 80,000 men would succeed. On 23 March 
1915 Lord Kitchener, the British Secretary of War, authorised 
the Mediterranean Expeditionary Force (MEF), of English, Irish, 
Scots, Welsh, Indian, French (including African colonies) and 
ANZACs (because they were close to Gallipoli, in Egypt) to invade 
the Gallipoli peninsula.

Turkish troops were concentrated in several locations on 
the Gallipoli peninsula. If the Allies landed at any one place 
reinforcements could quickly be rushed to that landing place 
(Map 3.5).

British military planners knew that a defending force had a great 
advantage over an attacking force, and that the most difficult 
way of attacking was by landing troops from the sea — an 
amphibious landing. Such a landing could only succeed if the 
attackers could keep the enemy defenders to a small number. 
This meant stopping them from moving reinforcements to the 
attack site.

The Dardanelles invasion plan tried to do this. The plan involved 
five key elements (Map 3.6):

1 A feint (pretend) attack at Bulair (see map 3.4) to keep the 
Ottoman troops based there on alert and not free to move to 
the real places of attack.

2 A diversionary landing by French troops at Kum Kale, again to 
tie up the Ottoman troops there.

D   An amphibious invasion

Student activity >>3

MAP 3.5

MAP 3.6

3 The main attack at five landing points on Cape Helles  
(S, V, W, X and Y) by British troops. These troops would land at 
the separate places, overcome any defences, and then come 
together to move overland and attack the Turkish defences on 
the Strait from the rear. Once the defensive forts and artillery 
were taken, the Strait would then be cleared of mines, and 
the Allied naval fleet could sail into the Sea of Marmara and 
the Black Sea to attack Constantinople.

4 A landing at Z Beach near Ari Burnu. This would be the task 
of the ANZACs. They were to fight their way inland towards 
Boghali, and then stop Ottoman reinforcements from moving 
south against the British landing forces.

5 The Australian submarine AE2 was to sneak through the 
Dardanelles into the Sea of Marmara, and threaten shipping 
and disrupt troop carriers and supplies to the peninsula. 
Other British submarines would do the same thing.

6 Discuss the main strengths and possible weaknesses of this 
invasion plan.

Now answer Questions 3.1 and 3.2 at the start of this section.

The Landings, 25 April 1915

What actually happened at Gallipoli?
You have already said what you think happened, and what other people believe happened. 
Now it’s time to look at evidence and see what actually happened.
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To help you understand what happened at Gallipoli you need 
a map. But you will have to create it for yourself.

4.1  Print this map as your master. 

4.2  Highlight the places mentioned in Column A on the 
next page.

4.3  Add the places in Column B on the next page.

You will need to use the Additional maps 4.2 – 4.5 on the next page 
to locate those places in Column B that need to be added to your 
master map.

Student activity What actually happened at Gallipoli  
on 25th April 1915?4

MAP 4.1

enlarge + printYou can see where the key places were in this 
photograph of the landing area from the sea:
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Student activity >>4

COLUMN A COLUMN B

Locate these places on your master 
map and highlight them:

Look at the additional map set, find these 
places, and add them to your master map:

• 400 Plateau
• Anzac Cove
• Ari Burnu
• Baby 700
• Battleship Hill
• Brighton Beach
• Chunuk Bair
• First Ridge or Bolton’s Ridge
• Fisherman’s Hut
• Gaba Tepe
• Hell Spit
• Lone Pine
• Monash Gully (or Monash Valley)
• North Beach
• Plugge’s Plateau
• Russell’s Top
• Sari Bair Range
• Shrapnel Gully
• The Nek
• The Sphinx
• Direction to Cape Helles
• Direction to Imbros
• Direction to Lemnos

• Gun Ridge or Third Ridge
• Hill 971
• Hill Q
• Second Ridge or Anzac Ridge
• Direction to Boghali
• Direction to Maidos and the Dardanelles
• Direction to Mal Tepe
• Direction to Kojadere
• Direction to Suvla Bay 
• Areas to be taken by 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 

12 Battalions during the landing
• Main locations of Turkish troops near the 

ANZAC landing area
• Position of Turkish artillery during the day
• Turkish machine gun arcs of fire 
• Turkish trenches

ADDITIONAL MAPS

Machine guns

Artillery

Reinforcements Trenches

You will need to keep your master map with you as you read the remaining information 
and evidence about what happened on 25 April 1915.

PLACES AND DETAILS NEEDED ON YOUR  
MASTER GALLIPOLI MAP

MAP 4.2

MAP 4.3

MAP 4.4 MAP 4.5
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4.4  YOUR TASK now is to prepare a brief summary of each of the following aspects of the events of 25 April 1915.
 Each group in your class should take parts of the information that follows, and report back to the whole class 

on what they learn about the landing from that information. Use these reports to create your own summary 
that answers each of the questions.

THE EVENTS OF 25 APRIL 1015

THE PLAN Did the planners have 
detailed information to 
create the landing plan?

Where were the Australians 
supposed to land?

THE FIRST 
LANDINGS
0430-0510

Who were the first troops 
to land?

How were they taken to the 
beach?

What problems did that 
create?

When did the first troops 
land?

Where did they land?

What was the enemy 
reaction?

How severe was the 
fighting on the beach?

What did the first troops do 
after they landed?

Was the landing successful?

THE MOVE 
INLAND

Where did the troops go 
after the beach landing?

How did the enemy 
respond?

What were the main 
features of the fighting?

What problems did the 
soldiers face?

What qualities (good and 
bad) did the soldiers show?

Student activity >>4
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CONTINUED 
LANDINGS

Who else landed after the 
first troops?

What did they do?

BRITISH 
LANDINGS

When did the British land?

What were the outcomes 
of those landings?

END OF 
THE DAY

Where were the Australian 
troops at the end of the 
day?

Where were the Turkish 
troops?

Why did the Australians 
stay on the Gallipoli 
Peninsula?

How heavy were the 
casualties?

EVALUATIONS How significant were these 
in explaining the outcome 
of the first day?

• The plan
• The terrain
• The responses of 

the planners
• The qualities of the 

ANZAC troops
• The qualities of the 

Ottoman troops
• Supplies
• Reinforcements

4.5  After you have looked at all the information and evidence, have completed the summary table, and have 
considered your evaluations, look at your answers to the original survey. What would you now change? 
What do you now think are the realities, and what are the myths, about Anzac Day?

Student activity >>4
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THE MAIN SEQUENCE OF EVENTS ON THE FIRST DAY
The Australian experience of the first day of the landing  
can best be understood through a series of maps.

A  The overall plan was for the ANZAC force to engage as 
many Ottoman troops as possible so that reinforcements 
would not be able to move against the British landing at 
Helles. The British would fight their way from their landing 
beaches and attack the forts and guns protecting the 
Dardanelles. The fewer Ottoman troops they had to fight 
the quicker this would be achieved.

C  The high ground of the Sari Bair Range and the Third Ridge 
was the key to the whole landing – whoever controlled this 
high ground would control the battlefield. If the Ottomans 
controlled it, they would be able to fire down on the Anzacs.

B  The plan for the ANZACs was to land in darkness along 
a 1500 metre front from Ari Burnu to Brighton Beach. They 
would secure the beach, then move to take control of the 
Second Ridge. Later waves of troops would leap-frog the 
consolidating force that landed first, and move on to secure 
the vital heights of the Third Ridge. 

D  The 9th, 10th, 11th and 12th Battalions would land first 
in three waves, secure the beach and move in set directions. 
The 9th would swing south towards Gaba Tepe and the foot 
of the Third Ridge. The 10th and 12th  would push straight 
inland to secure Bolton’s Ridge and McKay’s Hill. The 11th 
would make their way as quickly as possible to Baby 700 
and Battleship Hill. The 5th, 7th and 8th Battalions would go 
ahead and continue to Hill 971, Hill Q and Chunuk Bair. The 
6th Battalion would stay as a reserve at Battleship Hill, to go 
wherever needed. The remaining troops would then land and 
move in to consolidate the ground against enemy attacks.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION to understand what happened on the first day

1

MAP 4.6

MAP 4.8

MAP 4.7

MAP 4.9
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G The soldiers were supposed to group together and get 
organised on landing, and then seize their objective. Instead they 
charged towards and up the cliffs.

The invaders now had to find their way inland under pressure from 
the defenders who were firing down on them. There were only about 
200 Turkish troops in the area, but the firing, the rugged terrain 
and the confusion and mixing of troops meant that there was no 
organised and planned move towards the objectives of the landing.

The Ottoman forces were outnumbered by the attackers, but they 
had the high ground, and were able to slow the attackers and keep 
interrupting their advance. 

E The plan disintegrated with the landing of the first troops. 
The first wave landed further north than they expected, and 
had bunched closer to each other than planned.

F The second wave landed as planned, as they no longer 
had to stay silent and invisible to achieve surprise.

MAP 4.10

MAP 4.12

MAP 4.11

H The 3rd Brigade were to have taken the Second or Gun Ridge. 
They did so. Then, surprisingly,  the plan changed with the landing 
of the 5th, 6th 7th and 8th Battalions – though many did not know 
it. The order went to some to rest and await new instructions, but 
many did not receive this order and some small groups, separated 
from each other, actually pushed on to the Third Ridge, well ahead 
of the main body. These men were killed there and their bodies 
found after the war. 

Others waited, but the troops that they were expecting to arrive 
and push past them never arrived.

By 0700 the situation looked like this:

Additional information >>
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I When the 2nd Brigade (5th, 6th, 7th and 8th Battalions) 
landed they were supposed to go to the left and take the Sari 
Bair Range, but their officer, Sinclair-McLagan, believed that 
there was a threat from possible Ottoman attacks from Gaba 
Tepe on the right, and instead went towards Gaba Tepe. This 
allowed the Ottomans, by now being reinforced, to hold the 
high ground on the Sari Bair range.

In the afternoon of the 25th the Ottomans were able to stop 
any Allied advance beyond Anzac Ridge where 3000 Anzacs 
held a 5000 metre front from Fisherman’s Hut to 400 Plateau, 
and mount a massive counter-attack.

J Ottoman reinforcements were now arriving from Boghali 
(57th Regiment) and Maidos (27th Regiment). They were 
able to take control of the Third Ridge, and bring artillery into 
operation against the Australians  and the New Zealanders 
on the lower ground. They also counter-attacked, and pushed 
the Australians off the highest points they had reached.

The attack had failed, and the attackers were ordered to 
dig in. The next nine months of the campaign had been 
determined by this first day’s events.

MAP 4.13 MAP 4.14

AN AMPHIBIOUS LANDING2
• An amphibious landing was the most difficult offensive tactic 

possible.

• In 1915 there were only three precedents for large opposed 
amphibious landings – one by Julius Caesar in 55BC, one by 
Mongol invaders of Japan in 1281, and one by British against 
French in Egypt in 1801. In 1907 the British realised that ‘In face 
of serious opposition a landing is almost an impossibility and 
a force heavily attacked while landing, even if part is already 
ashore, will be in a precarious situation.’ Most took place in 
World War 2 – and most failed or were terribly costly.

• An amphibious landing was even more difficult by night, but 
the Australian General Birdwood opted for the risk of a night 
landing disorder which gave him a chance to get men ashore 
not under fire, rather than the possible daylight slaughter —  
such as actually happened at V Beach.

• The night landing was originally planned for 23 April, but bad 
weather meant it had to be postponed. However, this gave the 
attackers 30 minutes less darkness between moonset and dawn 
for their landing. 

Additional information >>
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THE FIRST WAVE

PROBLEMS WITH THE LANDING

THE TERRAIN

3

4

5

The first wave of 1500 troops transferred from troop ships, to  
three destroyers (Queen, Canterbury and Prince of Wales), then  
to lifeboats attached in rows of three to small steam-driven boats  
(or pinnaces). The steamboats were themselves towed four abreast 
by destroyers towards the beach. Then the steamboats took over, 
and towed their rowboats forward, until finally the rowboats were 
rowed in for the last 70-80 metres of the landing.

• The steamers towing the row boats changed direction twice in 
the darkness, and this led to some crossing paths rather than 
staying in correct formation. This also meant that when they 
landed officers and men from different companies were mixed 
up, and could not proceed in an orderly way.

• The tows did not keep a regular distance from each other, but 
started to bunch up. This gave them a narrower landing front 
than had been planned.

• The first landing was further north than expected. The mistake 
may have actually been beneficial because, while the terrain 
was terrible, it was less heavily defended. Casualties would 
certainly have been heavier if the troops had landed along 
Brighton Beach.

The place where the Anzacs landed was a narrow beach, from which 
rose steep scrubby sand hills. There were three ridges. The ground 
between the ridges was rough, scrubby and riddled with gullies. 
There was bushy vegetation. The terrain provided plenty of cover if 
men were lying down, but they were exposed if they stood upright. 

Additional information >>
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04.30-05.10 9th Batt, 10th  Batt, 11th Batt, 12th Batt 
3rd Field Amb 
1st Field Coy Engineers, 3rd Field Coy Engineers 

05.30-07.00 6th Batt, 7th Batt, 8th Batt
2nd Field Coy Engineers 

07.00-08.00 5th Batt, 1st Batt, part 2nd Batt, 3rd Batt, part 4th Batt 
1st Casualty Clearing Station 

08.00-09.30 Rest 2nd Batt 

10.00-13.00 7th Bde Indian Mountain Artillery:  
       26th (Jacob’s) Battery (6 mountain guns)
Auckland Batt, part Canterbury Batt
Part 4th Batt

15.00-16.00 Otago Batt
4th Battery, Aust Field Artillery (1 gun)

17.00-NIGHT Part 15th Batt, 16th Batt
7th Bde Indian Mountain Artillery:  
       21st (Kohat) Battery) (6 mountain guns)
Part Canterbury Batt
Indian Mule Cart Transport
Zion Mule Corps

THE TIMELINE – WHO LANDED WHERE 
AND WHEN?
Landings took place during much of the first day:

ARTILLERY

6

7
There were 60 guns available from Indian and Australian artillery 
batteries, but few were landed on the first day, and only 12 over the first 
2 days.

In contrast the Ottomans had 44 artillery pieces available in the area, 
28 of which were in action by 1000, and all by 1400. They were mostly 
placed along Third Ridge, and supported the great Ottoman counter-
attack of the afternoon of the 25th.

The Ottoman artillery had three great effects:

• They caused casualties – shrapnel

• They disrupted the landing of further men and supplies

• They demoralised the attackers. An estimated 2000 Australian troops 
became ‘stragglers’ during the day — that is, they  
took themselves out of the fighting and back to the beach. They were 
leaderless, lacked battle experience, had no water, were pinned down 
and unable to advance, were often isolated, and were being rained on 
with shrapnel. So they ran from the fighting back to the beach, leaving 
others to keep fighting. Some of these stragglers had to be turned 
back at gunpoint by other soldiers.

Support from the naval guns of the British warships was mostly 
ineffective. Their shells were designed to penetrate armour plating, and 
did not cause much damage to trenches. The British sea planes sent up in 
the air to locate enemy artillery by its muzzle flashes were not effective. 
When the enemy gunners saw a plane, they stopped firing, and the plane 
could not locate them to direct fire from the warships on them. As soon 
as the plane left the Ottoman artillery would start firing again.

Additional information >>

There would be a bombardment first then diversionary 
landings at Y and S in daylight. Two hours later the main 
force of 6000 troops would land at V, W and X  beaches. 
The forces at Y and S would then link up with the other 
British forces as they advanced.

The landing at Y of 2000 troops was virtually unopposed, 
but the troops then sat there waiting for others to 
advance. 

The landing at X was virtually unopposed, and these 
troops moved to link up with W.

The landing at V was a disaster. The preliminary 
bombardment did not dislodge the heavily fortified 
defenders, and the British soldiers were slaughtered as 
they tried to land on the beach from a beached ship, the 
River Clyde. One seventh of the total British force landed 
here, but they suffered four fifths of the total casualties 
for the day, as well as earning 7 Victoria Crosses.

The troops at S landed successfully, and 1000 waited to 
link up with others.

BRITISH LANDINGS8
The British landings at five separate points on Cape Helles 
was the main attack on the Gallipoli Peninsula. The aim 
was for the British to land, and fight their way to the Kilid 
Bahr Plateau. There the forts guarding the high ground 
against the naval attack could be taken from the high 
ground. The first objective was to take Achi Baba, while 
the Anzacs engaged potential Ottoman reinforcements. 

MAP 4.16
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Additional information >>

CASUALTIES

OUTCOMES

SOME SOLDIERS’ 
ACCOUNTS 

THE ENEMY9

11

12

10
We do not know the exact casualties for the 
first day. The best estimate is 5000 (about 
1/3rd of all who landed and 2/5ths of all 
who engaged the enemy until the final 
Ottoman attack was beaten off late on 25th. 
Of these 5000, there were an estimated 
1200 dead, and 3800 wounded or captured. 
It was one of the worst single days of the 
whole war for Australian casualties.

1 The Anzacs did part of what was required – they engaged the  
enemy and stopped large reinforcements from reaching the 
main attack. Twelve Ottoman battalions fought against the 
Anzacs, and four against the British 29th Division. Of the 
64 artillery pieces available to the Ottomans, 12 were used 
against the British, 8 were not used, and 44 were used against 
the Anzacs.

2  The Australians failed to take the Third Ridge, and dominate 
the plains below and the other ridges to their rear. This left 
them heavily exposed to enemy sniper fire and artillery for the 
remainder of the campaign. This led to some of the costliest 
battles during the campaign, as the ANZACs tried to win or keep 
high points from the enemy.

3  The British had 6000 troops at Cape Helles against 1000 enemy, 
with no artillery opposition, no machine guns facing them, 
no trenches for the defenders, and open rolling terrain ahead 
of them, but they were not ordered to advance. The British 
leaders thought the defenders were stronger than they really 
were. Fourteen British battalions were therefore held up by 
five Ottoman battalions. This failure to advance allowed the 
Ottomans time to bring in reinforcements, and the whole 
campaign was lost on day one.

Note: These accounts may refer to different times and different phases of the experience of the first day. 
Some were written after the events, and may not always be completely accurate. Refer to Additional 
information 6 on page 17 to identify when the soldiers would have landed at Gallipoli on the first day.

The Ottoman army was of mixed quality, but the forces that opposed the Anzacs and 
the British on the Gallipoli Peninsula were well-trained, experienced, and mostly locals 
— that means, they were fighting for their own homes, families and country against the 
invaders, and were likely to fight to the death.

They also had two outstanding leaders: Lt Colonel Mustafa Kemal, who led the 57th 
Regiment as reinforcements against the invasion, and Lt Colonel Halil Sami, who led the 
27th Regiment. When Sami reached the Third Ridge during the morning of the 25th, 
he was outnumbered 5:1 by the Australians, but his men won the ridge, and kept the 
Australians in an inferior situation.

MAP 4.17

SOURCE A        Sgt W E Turnley, 1 Field Coy

Shall we be seen, or not? That’s our anxious question. ‘Why don’t the — fire at 
us?’ ‘Look, there’s a light!’ ‘No, it’s only a bright star creeping up behind the hill.’ ... 
no challenge rings out. How we wish they would fire—or that we could land ...! The 
suspense is nerve-racking. All we can do is follow the pinnace towing us about. The 
thought comes to me that perhaps we are the unfortunate ones to be sacrificed in 
drawing the enemy’s fire, Such a cheerful thought! ... Oh, why the dickens don’t they 
fire at us! There are a couple of lights flashing about—they must have seen us ... 
Crack! Swish! Ping! At last we breathe a sigh of relief, the suspense is over! ... some 
get ashore safely, some are hit slightly, others are drowned in only a couple of feet of 
water because in the excitement no one notices their plight ... [One] fellow remains 
in the boat after all the others have disembarked ... he ... looks at us dazedly, leaning 
forward on his rifle. A sailor ... touches him on the arm, and the soldier falls forward 
in to the bottom of the boat, dead.

SOURCE B       Maj A H Darnell,  11th Batt

Some were shot and others at once 
took their place and not a word was 
uttered. Presently we grounded and 
in an instant we were in the water 
up to our waist and wading ashore 
with bullets pinging all round us. 
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SOURCE C       CSM G S Feist, 12 Batt

I was in the second tow and we got it, shrapnel and rifle fire 
bad. We lost three on the destroyer and four in the boat 
getting to land ... We jumped into the water up to our waists 
and some of them their armpits ... When I got there it was not 
long, but ... I tell you, one does not forget these things ... all 
we thought of was to get at them. One would hear someone 
say ‘They’ve got me’ and you register another notch when you 
get to them, that’s all.

SOURCE D       L Cpl G D Mitchell

‘Good!’ I remember saying ‘the —s will give us a go after all.’ 
‘Klock-klock- klock. Wee-wee-wee’ came the little messengers 
of death. Then it opened out into a terrific chorus ... The key 
was being turned in the lock of the lid of hell. Some men 
crouched in the crowded boat, some sat up nonchalently, 
some laughed and joked, while others cursed with ferocious 
delight ... Fear was not at home.

SOURCE E       Maj A H Darnell, 11th Batt

A brief pause on the beach to fix Bayonets and singing ‘This 
bit of the world belongs to us’ much swearing and cheering 
we charged up a hill so steep in places we could only just 
scramble up. No firing all bayonet work. Clean over a machine 
gun we went, men dropped all round me, it was mad, wild, 
thrilling ... Not till I was near the top of the hill did I realise 
that in the excitement I hadn’t even drawn my revolver.

SOURCE F       Pte R E Antill, 14 Batt

I am still alive but I can’t tell you hardly how it is, for I have 
had some of the most marvellous escapes a fellow could have 
... amongst this slaughter and strife ... I must honestly say I 
will be highly delighted when this war is over for it is simply 
terrible, for to see your pals shot down beside you and the 
roar of the big 15” naval guns the shrieks of our own artillery 
and the clatter of the rifle fire is enough to drive a fellow mad. 
For the last 19 days we have not been safe anywhere, and I 
am not even safe writing this letter here ... but ... I am born 
lucky to be here at all. The first night ... I tried to get a couple 
of hours rest, and where I was I could not shift my position so I 
had to use a dead mans legs for a pillow.

SOURCE G       Pte R L Donkin, 1 Batt

I know its right and proper tha...an should go back and fight 
again [after being wounded] but Sunday’s battle and the 
horrors of the trenches Sunday nigh... . have unnerved me 
completely ... [We sailed] ... off to death and ‘Glory’. What 
fools we are, men mad. The Turk he comes at one, with the 
blood lust in his eyes, shouts Allah! Australian like, we swear 
Kill or be kille ... . Where are the rest of my 13 mates ... . 
mysel...onsider lucky getting away from the acres of dead me 
... . And no ... o back ther ... . God only knows what is in store 
for me.

SOURCE H       Anonymous diary, 3rd Bde

Now we have commenced up those steep cliffs, parts of which 
one has to almost pull himself branch by branch ... in many 
places to fall back again ... We are near them now, only 50 
yards away ... then a roar and a yell ... as we are charging at 
them ... they are out of their trenches ... On and on, up those 
awful cliffs and through the dense scrub, where every few 
yards a Turk jumps out with his bayonet ready ... Then the 
second line of trenches and again the third, just as the dawn 
of a new but bloody day is breaking. The top of the mountain 
is now strongly outlined against the grey morning sky (our 
goal) but yet fully two miles away. We now ... form up in some 
sort of a line, that has been hopelessly confused ... at this 
moment there is a “burr” overhead and on looking up we see 
two of our own flying-machines hovering over the enemy and 
dropping smoke-bombs to direct the fire of our warships ... 
Now for the first time our rifles ... fire (10 rounds rapid is the 
order) charge magazines again and up and at them ... until at 
last ... we gain the mountain peaks. The goal is reached but at 
what a cost.

SOURCE I       Pte A R Perry 10 Batt

Thousands of bullets began to fly around and over us, 
sometimes barely missing. Now and then one heard a low 
gurgling moan, and turning, one saw near at hand some 
chum, who only a few seconds before had been laughing and 
joking, now lying gasping, with his life blood soaking down 
into the red clay and sand. “Five rounds rapid at the scrub in 
front” comes the command of our subaltern. Then an order 
down the line “Fix bayonets!” Fatal order was it not, perhaps 
some officers of the enemy who shouted it? (For they say such 
things were done). Out flash a thousand bayonets, scintillating 
in the sunlight like a thousand mirrors, signaling our position 
to the batteries away on our left and front ... One wonders 
how anyone could live amidst such a hail of death-dealing 
lead and shell. “Ah, got me!” says one lad on my left, and he 
shakes his arms. A bullet had passed through the biceps of 
his left arm, missed his chest by an inch, passed though the 
right forearm and finally struck the lad between him and me 
... a man from the 9th Battalion started to bind up his wounds 
as he was bleeding freely. All the time shrapnel was hailing 
down on us “Ohh” comes from directly behind me and looking 
around, I see a poor little Lieutenant of C Company has been 
badly wounded. From both hips to his ankles blood is oozing 
through pants and puttees, and he painfully drags himself to 
the rear. With every pull he moans cruelly. I raise him to his 
feet and at a very slow pace start to help him to shelter past 
a file of bleeding men some shot through the leg “using their 
rifles as crutches” ... Alas! I have only got him about 50 yards 
from the firing line when bang-swish! And we were both 
peppered by shrapnel and shell, my rifle butt was broken off to 
the trigger guard, and I received a smashing blow that laid my 
cheek on my shoulder. The last I remember was the poor little 
Lieutenant groaning again as we sank to the ground. [He later 
wrote:] I would not have missed it for all the money in world.

Additional information >>
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SOURCE K       Driver J H Turnbull, 8 Batt

The water all round our boats was whipped up by shrapnel fire. 
Some boats were half full of wounded. Our boat grounded some 
distance from the beach. We waited a few seconds until the 
boat was hit by shrapnel. Then Col. Gartside told us to hop out. 
We needed no second order. I was in the stern. I hopped over 
the side into 4ft. of water and made for the beach. We crossed 
a narrow strip of sand to the prickly holly covered hills in front 
of us and we began our climb. You could hear the commands 
D. Coy [Company] here. 14th Platoon here or No. 1 Sec. 14th 
Platoon here and so on. By the time the Coy. was on top of the 
first ridge we were in our places. That ridge was swept with shell 
fire and in a few minutes dead and dying were all round us. We 
scrambled down the other side of the Ridge into a Gully also 
swept by Shellfire we stormed up over another ridge passing 
dead and wounded until we came under machine gun fire ... 
then they made a dash forward I with them. I was lying behind a 
bush when a machine gun spoke and was cutting the twigs of the 
bush over my head and next I got a graze through the right arm. 
Another bullet smashed the woodwork of my rifle. There were 
several wounded men in the vicinity we got as many as we could 
into the shelter of the trench. They were crying out for water and 
we had very little. We crawled out of the trench again and got 

SOURCE  J        Anonymous diary, 3rd Bde

We now take advantage of all cover and pour in volley after 
volley, till the rifles are red hot and the wood-work smoking ... An 
hour of this and then the order comes down the line, to advance 
... so we push on and by 3 o’clock we have them driven 3 or 4 
miles inland. Then the order to get down and dig — dig in for 
your lives —entrenching tools out and as one man digs the next is 
pouring in volley after volley ... As soon as it grows dark the order 
is passed down to the officers to select so many men to go back 
to the landing place at the beach for ammunition ... after nearly 
two hours we get there ... But oh God the sight of the dead and 

wounded absolutely covering the little sandy beach ... there is 
an enormous staff of medical men etc. there but it is absolutely 
impossible to attend to all, so that many a life ... expires on the 
beach for want of looking after ... Each man now seizes a box 
of ammunition & off in feverish haste for the firing-line ... at 
midnight we regain the firing-line, worn out, weary and hungry 
... No chance of sleep as the enemy are ever at us, and so the 
night advances to the dawn of a new day and thus was the work 
of our first day’s bloody battle.

the bottles from the Turks ... We hung on to our trench until late 
in the afternoon when some New Zealanders reached us. As my 
arm was troubling me I then made my way back to a dressing 
station on the beach ... I passed men going up to reinforce the 
line. When I arrived at the beach the sight was awful. Dead and 
wounded were in long rows on the strip of sand. Doctors, First 
Aid men and Stretcher bearers working at top speed. Bearers 
would bring a wounded in and find out he died on the way. He 
was put to one side. The doctors would look at others and shake 
their heads (a hopeless case) and pass on to another whom they 
have a chance of saving ... The sea at the water’s edge was red 
with blood. Bearers after bringing their patients in would dip 
their stretchers in the water to wash the blood from them ... 
I got my arm dressed and had my first meal for the day with a 
New Zealander. It then began to rain. I camped on the beach that 
night. At day break I was making my way up a Gully looking for 
my Battalion when I met E. Alsop and W. Butterworth Geelong 
lads 8th Bn. having a meal. I joined in with them and found out I 
also had a bullet through my haversack ... We rejoined our Batt. 
on the extreme right. They were digging charging and shooting in 
turns all night. By dawn they had a good trench.

done the way out was awful but my patient skidded down the 
steep side on his hand and seat while I went forward holding 
the limb. In the bottom of the gorge I got him onto my back and 
made good progress, but as the foot started to bleed heavily I 
had to put a tie onto the arteries at the thigh. Fully two hours had 
past before we got back to the boats taking wounded aboard the 
transports, and he bore up wonderfully well right throughout. ... 
When we got back I was pretty well finished, it was a hard job for 
me but truly terrible for the patient. 

It was a remarkable day right enough and a day in which it was 
easy to pick out the wasters also the brave men. I am delighted 
with our Australian troops, the way they take the gruel is 
splendid. At times there was a shortage of ammunition and 
reinforcements were badly wanted. But seeing they had landed 
everything under shell fire I should say they did very well ...  
It was heart wrenching to hear the plaintiff and only too ominous 
call of “More ammunition wanted on the left”. What a doleful 
story these words really unfold. Also the call for reinforcements 
that ran back from mouth to mouth told of dire troubles that was 
being experienced on the other side of the hill. “Reinforcements 
hurry up on the right”; what a significant sentence especially 
when uttered by the parched lips of a wounded man.

SOURCE L       Pte R G Richards, 1st Field Ambulance

Seeing that the Turks had been pushed back and three guns taken 
it was surprising to me to find only a few dead and wounded Turks. 
While our officers and men were knocked about. In a fairly well 
sheltered valley I waited for an hour within a short distance of the 
attacking party. The word was continually sent back that help was 
badly needed on the left flank. A whole Battalion of men were sent 
in but it was too late, the Turks had brought about a successful 
counterattack and driven our men back chiefly by the use of 
machine guns and shells. Showers of the shell bullets were falling 
all around our positions, and it fairly made us shake. Machine guns 
were being pushed forward by the New Zealanders, they only just 
passed our little party when a Captain got a bullet through his calf 
and Lt with a shattered forearm both came under my treatment. A 
fellow came along and asked me to go up and fix up his pal whose 
foot was shot. With a stretcher Watts and I went but 100 yards 
along the valley the bush was thick and the water-worn track so 
rough that we discarded the stretcher and proceded on all fours up 
to the firing trenches upon which our fellows had been driven back 
to. Here was a poor devil with his heel and sole of his foot blown 
away and although in great pain he was what might be considered 
cheerful. I cut his boot off and dressed it, bleeding was then not 
heavy. Now the trouble was to get him away with rifle fire pinging 
overhead and through the bushes within a foot of us, this safely 

Additional information >>
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SOURCE M       10 Battalion war diary

Towed to within 50 yards of shore by 
steam boats ... one sound was heard 
escape—the splash of the oars. We 
thought that our landing was to be 
effected quite unopposed, but when 
our boats were within about 30 yards 
of the beach a rifle was fired from the 
hill in front of us above the beach right 
in front of where we were heading 
for. Almost immediately heavy rifle & 
machine gun fire was opened up on us. 
We had to row for another 15 yards or 
so before we reached water shallow 
enough to get out of the boats. This 
was at about 4.15am—We got out of 
the boats in to about 3ft of water & 
landed on a stony bottom. The stones 
were round & slimy & many officers & 
men slipped on them & fell in to the 
water, but all bravely & silently made 
all haste towards the beach under a 
perfect hail of bullets. Many men fixed 
their bayonets before reaching the 
shore. I ordered men to lay down, fix 
bayonets & remove packs. This was 
done in a couple of minutes. The men 
of 9th, 10 & 11 Bns were all mixed up 
on the beach, but there was no time to 
reorganize so I ordered all to advance. 
The men sprang to their feet at once & 
with a cheer charged up the hill held by 
the Turks & drove them off, following 
up the success by firing on the quickly 
retreating foe.

SOURCE N      Private R G Hamilton, 9 Batt

 Just a line to let you know that I am still numbered amongst the living ... I will try 
to give you an idea of our landing though I do not suppose it will interest you much 
but you see I have nothing else to write about ... on the twenty fourth of April we 
sailed away for the Dardanelles we were told that night that we were to land next 
morning about two o’clock, that night we transferred on to a torpedo boat destroyer 
which was capable of holding about 300, just before daylight we came in sight of our 
destination and disembarked on to small rowing boats capable of holding about 30.
I was picked for a rower and was in the first boat, we got about 50 yards in the boats 
(the shore was about 300 yards away) when the Turks opened a terrific fire on us, 
both rifle and machine guns, however we kept on going and eventually landed with 
only three casualties out of our- boat, about the same time as we were landing there 
was hundreds of small boats, from cruisers, gunboats and transports also landing. 
When we got ashore we fixed bayonets and charged their first line of trenches, but 
they would not stay but cleared back to their main body which was about two miles 
away and we only got a few, after a short respite of about half an hour they opened 
fire again also their artillery and land batteries and our gunboats, talk about an 
inferno, well I’m deaf yet from it, then shrapnel fell around us like hailstones, however 
we kept at it all day fighting against fearful odds but being continually reinforced, 
thereby holding the ground that we had gained during the early part of the day, but 
at an awful cost which you will see when the casualty list comes out.

I am glad to say ... I was in the firing line all day with the exception of half an hour 
while I helped one of our wounded officers back to the dressing station. It was 
terrible to see your comrades shot down around you, shattered to pieces with shells 
and shrapnel others shot or wounded with bullets. I had some very narrow escapes, 
once whilst digging a small embankment in front of me with my entrenching tool 
a machine gun turned onto me, I had the tool right in front of my head and four or 
five bullets hit it in less than a second, but one missed and hit my puttee leaving a 
hole three or four inches in length and only grazed the skin, the machine gun then 
shifted to the next man and shot him instantly. I finished what I was doing and started 
shooting. It was very late that evening when I did get hit, though our right flank had 
retired about half a mile, I was one of them, we lined the top of a ridge and was 
told to hold it at all cost, the hail of bullets that were fired at us was terrific, another 
machine gun found me but I was behind a small bush, it stripped all the leaves off 
the bush and one caught me in the foot smashing the bone going right through the 
bottom of the boot, I had to go back then and was eventually sent on to the boat 
about eleven o’clock that night. Well, I won’t tire you with any more news now, you 
will be bored before you get half through this, and there is no other news to tell you.

SOURCE O      Private J Suggett-Hagan, 3 Batt

About 50 yards from shore we transfer ... into rowing boats amid 
a continual shower of shrapnel. We now begin to lose our men. 
Whole boatloads vanish as a result of murderous artillery fire 
from the Turks’ machine guns. About 15 yards from shore we get 
beached. Water too shallow for boats. We are ordered to wade 
ashore.

Those who got ashore were ordered to take all possible cover. 
Beach was littered with dead and wounded men. Our battalion 
was ordered into action immediately. We got into a sort of 
formation, discarded our packs and charged for our lives.

At 6.30 a.m. we were side by side with 3rd Brigade men and 
fighting fiercely ... Our first mountain gun spoke up at 7.30 a.m. 
and we cheered like one man ... The warships were giving the 
enemy a frightful doing. The Queen Lizzie, in particular, was 
bursting 5 inch lyddite right amongst them whilst they were 

Extracts taken from Bill Gammage, The Broken Years, MUP 2010, and Jonathan King, Gallipoli Diaries, Simon & Shuster (Australia), 2008

advancing in Indian file from WALKER’S RIDGE towards QUINN’S 
POST. Our chaps were holding on admirably.

‘At 10 a.m. the most terrible battle of the day commenced. The 
enemy now had his artillery in good going order and he gave 
us particular HADES backed up by several massed attacks. The 
butchery on both sides was gruesome and in places we were very 
hard pressed ... by noon we were well dug in. It was decided that 
a further advance at that time was impossible and we were told 
to dig in and fortify ... After noon the fire died down considerably 
and things were VERY SLOW until about 5.30 p.m. when the enemy 
made another massed assault which was the worst one of the day. 
It was no use and was repulsed with great loss ... Desultory fire 
throughout the night ... THUS ENDED ONE OF THE WORST DAYS I 
HAVE EVER WITNESSED.

Additional information >>
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The invasion phase of the campaign continued for over a week.  
The Ottomans attacked at ANZAC on 27th and on the 28th the 
British tried to capture Krithia. The Ottomans attacked again 
on 1 May, and the British and ANZACs attacked Krithia again 
on 6-7 May. There was a massive Ottoman attack at ANZAC on 
19 May, which led to a truce to help gather the decaying 3000 
men killed between the trenches. The British tried for a third 
time to take Krithia on 3-4 June, and then launched a massive 
offensive in early August. This was the offensive that saw the 
Australian attack on Lone Pine when seven Victoria Crosses were 
awarded, and the massacre of the Light Horse at The Nek. The 
Ottomans counter-attacked in their great offensive on 21 August.

As winter set in a heavy rainstorm from 26-29 November was 
followed by a blizzard at Suvla. The rain flooded trenches, 
drowned solders, and washed dead bodies into the lines.  
The snow froze many men to death.

Suvla and ANZAC were evacuated in December, the last man  
leaving on the 20th. The last British soldier left Cape Helles on 
8 January 1916.

WHAT HAPPENED AFTER 25 APRIL?

GALLIPOLI CASUALTIES (NOT INCLUDING ILLNESS)

 Dead Wounded Missing & 
Prisoners

Total

Ottoman Empire 56,643 107,007 11,178 174,828

United Kingdom 34,072 78,520 7,654 120,246

France 9,798 17,371 – 27,169

Australia 8,709 19,441 – 28,150

New Zealand 2,721 4,752 – 7,473

British India 1,358 3,421 – 4,779

Newfoundland 49 93 – 142

Total Allies 56,707 123,598 7,654 187,959
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gallipoli_Campaign
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The 2015 major television mini-series 
Gallipoli had a 17-year-old soldier as its 
central character. Many people have the 
idea that the original Anzacs were mainly 
18 and 19 year olds. This idea can be tested 
by analysing this database of Australian 
soldiers killed or possibly killed on the first 
day, 25 April, who have known graves at 
Gallipoli. (Many others who died on that 
day have no known grave.) 

You can look at the ages column and work 
out the average of those killed, which 
should be representative of the whole force 
there on the day. 

You could also research further by looking 
at the official files of these men, available 
online at the National Archives of Australia, 
and fill in other details – such as when they 
enlisted, their religion, their physical size, 
their occupations. Each student could be 
responsible for a few soldiers, and between 
the class you could add to this Excel file.

Can go further and divide names, research, 
find out additional info – occupation, when 
joined, residence, if had cadet experience.
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Student activity How old were the 
soldiers at ANZAC?

EXTENSION 
ACTIVITY

An original cemetery in Shrapnel Gully at Gallipoli

Bones of the dead at The Nek 1919
Remains of a shoulder badge recovered 
at Gallipoli

LISTENING TO THE 
HEADSTONES
Over 60 000 Australians, and over 18 000 
New Zealanders, died during the Great 
War. How did the families of these men 
feel about their death after the war? Were 
they bitter? Did they see it all as a useless 
waste of lives? Did they believe that their 
men had given their lives in a worthwhile 
cause? One way of testing these attitudes 
is through the headstone inscriptions that 
exist on many graves.

Those whose remains could be identified 
were buried, and their graves recorded. 

Ten thousand Anzacs died at Gallipoli. Only 
about 3500 have known and identified 
graves, in 21 cemeteries in the area.

Many could not be buried, and remained 
where they fell until 1919, when the 
Imperial War Graves Commission [IWGC] 
sent a party to Gallipoli to identify the 
dead, and create formal cemeteries and 
memorials for them.
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Carving a Western Front headstone for a 
Canadian soldier

Look at the inscriptions and decide what they tell you. Some words or ideas that you might 
recognise and discuss include:

The Commission created uniform stone-faced pedestal grave 
markers for the Gallipoli cemeteries recording the name, service 
number, rank, unit, date of death, and age of the man buried there.

The Australian ANZAC grave markers also include an optional 
religious symbol, and an optional epitaph chosen by the family 
of the deceased. The IWGC suggested certain standard epitaphs, 
but families were allowed to decide on their own wording if they 
wished. The family were allowed 66 letters and spaces for this 
epitaph, at a cost of three and a half pence per letter.

What do these words now tell us about their attitudes to their loss? 
About their attitudes to the war? About the web of sorrow created 
by the deaths? Or about what this event meant to their ideas about 
their identity?

These epitaphs provide us with a glimpse of the attitudes, beliefs, 
values and emotions of the family members of those ANZACs who 
are buried there. 

Look at the Excel database of 90 of these inscriptions  
http://ryebuck.com.au/estudies/resources/estudies-april-25-
deaths.xls. You can use this evidence to see what this generation 
felt about the Great War and the loss of their men at Gallipoli. 

Shrapnel Gully Cemetery today

Extension Activity >>

You may also find others.

Religion Broader impacts What they were fighting for

Honour Bravery Glory

Liberty Sacrifice Suffering 

Loss Personal qualities Remembrance

Death Mateship Identity 

Duty Love Achievement

Manliness Pride Courage 

Peace Nobility Heroism 

Freedom Australia Empire

Britain Home Regret 

Bitterness Uncertainty Certainty
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GALLIPOLI 
Gallipoli can be a reference to the town 
on the Gallipoli peninsula, but most often 
it is shorthand reference to the Gallipoli 
peninsula, or to the Gallipoli campaign. The 
meaning that is appropriate is clear from 
the context in which it is used. 

TURKEY/OTTOMAN EMPIRE 
Turkey as a nation did not exist until 1923. 
In 1915 the Allieswere fighting the Ottoman 
Empire. 

RANK 
The Australian military was divided into 
officers and other ranks — which ranged 
from privates to warrant officers. 

The hierarchy of rank for officers, from 
lowest to highest, was: 2nd Lieutenant, 
Lieutenant, Captain, Major, Lieutenant 
Colonel, Colonel, Brigadier, Major General, 
Lieutenant General, General. 

The hierarchy of other ranks in the AIF, from 
lowest to highest, was: Private (including 
Gunner for artillery, Sapper for engineers 
and Trooper for light horsemen), Lance 
corporal, Corporal, Sergeant, Warrant 
Officer Class 2, Warrant Officer Class 1. 

APPENDIX Background information on military matters

ORGANISATION OF AN ARMY

Organisation Strength  Comprising Commanded by 

Army 60,000+  2 or more corps General 

Corps 30,000+  2 or more divisions Lieutenant General 

Division 10,000-20,000 3 brigades Major General 

Brigade 2500-4000 4 battalions Brigadier 

Battalion 550-1000 4 companies Lieutenant Colonel 

Company 100-225 4 platoons Major or Captain 

Platoon 30-60 4 sections Lieutenant 

Section 9-16 Sergeant or Corporal

A Division would also include non-infantry elements, including Artillery, Light Horse, 
Engineers, Field Ambulance, Signals, Ammunition, Pay, Hygiene, Veterinary, Provost 
(Military Police), Machine gun, Trench mortar and Headquarters. 

See www.awm.gov.au/atwar/structure/army_structure.asp 

1st Australian Brigade 

Col MacLaurin

1st Battalion (NSW) 
2nd Battalion (NSW) 
3rd Battalion (NSW) 
4th Battalion (NSW) 

2nd Australian Brigade 

Brig Gen McCay

5th Battalion (Vic) 
6th Battalion (Vic) 
7th Battalion (Vic) 
8th Battalion (Vic) 

3rd Australian Brigade 

Maj Sinclair-MacLagan

9th Battalion (Qld) 
10th Battalion (SA) 
11th Battalion (WA) 

12th Battalion (SA,WA, Tas) 

1000 Corp Troops 
including  

2 Mountain Batteries 

New Zealand Brigade 

Brig General Johnston

Auckland Battalion 
Canterbury Battalion 

Otago Battalion 
Wellington Battalion 

4th Australian Brigade 

Col Monash

13th Battalion (NSW) 
14th Battalion (Vic) 

15th Battalion (Qld, Tas) 
16th Battalion (SA, WA) 

1st Australian Division

Maj Gen Bridges

18,000 including 12 Infantry Battalions in  
3 Brigades and 9 Artillery Batteries, 

Engineers, Signallers, Field Ambulance  
and Supplies

Corps

Lt Gen Stopford

New Zealand and Australian Division

Maj Gen Godley

12,000 including 8 Infantry Battalions in  
2 Brigades and 4 Artillery Batteries, 

Engineers, Signallers, Field Ambulance  
and Supplies

Z Beach ANZAC Corps landing force: Lt General Birdwood

Mediterranean Expeditionary Force: Commander in Chief General Sir Ian Hamilton

The Order of Battle of the Australian and New Zealand Army Corps 
(ANZAC) that landed on Gallipoli on 25 April 1915 was: 
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RESOURCES
FILMS AND WEBSITES

Gallipoli. The First Day.  
http://www.abc.net.au/innovation/gallipoli/
Gallipoli and the Anzacs  
http://www.anzacsite.gov.au
Commemorating 100 Years of ANZAC  
http://www.anzacportal.dva.gov.au
Gallipoli and the Anzacs secondary resource (2010) 
http://www.anzacportal.dva.gov.au/sites/default/files/publication-attachments/Gallipoli_
Anzacs_Complete_0.pdf
Gallipoli from Above (Wain Fimeri, 2012) a 52-minute documentary about the use of 
intelligence information in the planning of the invasion
Gallipoli TV series, 2015

GRAPHIC COMIC

Hugh Dolan and Mal Gardiner Gallipoli: The Landing – Non-fiction graphic novel (or comic), 
NewSouth Books, 2014

BOOKS — AUSTRALIAN FOCUS

David W Cameron, Shadows of Anzac. An Intimate History of Gallipoli, Big Sky Publishing, 
2013
Hugh Dolan, 36 Days, The Untold Story Behind the Gallipoli Landings, Macmillan, 2011
Robin Prior, Gallipoli The End of the Myth, UNSW Press, 2009
Peter Williams, The Battle of Anzac Ridge, An Anzac Victory 25 April 1915, Australian 
Military History Publications, 2009
Philip J Haythornwaite, Gallipoli 1915 Frontal Assault on Turkey, Osprey Publishing, 2005
Chris Roberts, The Landing at Anzac 1915, Australian Army Campaign Series 12, Army 
History Unit, 2013
Les Carlyon, Gallipoli, Macmillan, 2001
Michael McKernan, Gallipoli. A Short History, Allen&Unwin, 2010
Peter Fitzsimons, Gallipoli, William Heinemann, 2014
Harvey Broadbent, Gallipoli, The Fatal Shore, Viking, 2005
Jonathan King, Gallipoli Diaries. The Anzacs’ Own Story Day by Day, Kangaroo Press, 2006
David W Cameron, Our Friend The Enemy. A Detailed Account of Anzac From Both Sides of 
the Wire, Big Sky Publishing, 2014

BOOKS — NEW ZEALAND FOCUS

Christopher Pugsley, The Anzac Experience. New Zealand, Australia and the Empire in the 
First World War, Reed, 2004

BOOKS — BRITISH FOCUS

Peter Hart, Gallipoli, Profile Books, 2011
Tim Travers, Gallipoli 1915, The History Press, 2009

BOOKS — TURKISH FOCUS

Kevin Fewster, Vecihi Basarin, Hatice Hurmuz Basarin, A Turkish View of Gallipoli. 
Canakkale, Hodja, 1985
Tolga Örnek, Gallipoli. The Front Line Experience, Currency Press, 2006 
Harvey Broadbent, Defending Gallipoli, MUP, 2015






































































































































































































































1st Australian Brigade 


Col MacLaurin


1st Battalion (NSW) 
2nd Battalion (NSW) 
3rd Battalion (NSW) 
4th Battalion (NSW) 


2nd Australian Brigade 


Brig Gen McCay


5th Battalion (Vic) 
6th Battalion (Vic) 
7th Battalion (Vic) 
8th Battalion (Vic) 


3rd Australian Brigade 


Maj Sinclair-MacLagan


9th Battalion (Qld) 
10th Battalion (SA) 
11th Battalion (WA) 


12th Battalion (SA,WA, Tas) 


1000 Corp Troops 
including  


2 Mountain Batteries 


New Zealand Brigade 


Brig General Johnston


Auckland Battalion 
Canterbury Battalion 


Otago Battalion 
Wellington Battalion 


4th Australian Brigade 


Col Monash


13th Battalion (NSW) 
14th Battalion (Vic) 


15th Battalion (Qld, Tas) 
16th Battalion (SA, WA) 


1st Australian Division


Maj Gen Bridges


18,000 including 12 Infantry Battalions in  
3 Brigades and 9 Artillery Batteries, 


Engineers, Signallers, Field Ambulance  
and Supplies


Corps


Lt Gen Stopford


New Zealand and Australian Division


Maj Gen Godley


12,000 including 8 Infantry Battalions in  
2 Brigades and 4 Artillery Batteries, 


Engineers, Signallers, Field Ambulance  
and Supplies


Z Beach ANZAC Corps landing force: Lt General Birdwood


Mediterranean Expeditionary Force: Commander in Chief General Sir Ian Hamilton


The Order of Battle of the Australian and New Zealand Army Corps 
(ANZAC) that landed on Gallipoli on 25 April 1915 was: 










